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Editors Welcome
Welcome to the January issue of On Course Profits.
It's a new year and an opportunity for a fresh start, but frankly who knows what the new
year will bring, with rumours abound about new lockdowns as I type this.
Hopefully, any restrictions are short lived and the sport we love can carry on.
So, let's not dwell on the bad news let's look ahead to a profitable year and hopefully On
Course Profits can ensure that is the case for you.
This month is a bit of a tipster month.
We have our tipster competition which has uncovered some great tipsters and Platinum
members have no doubt supported a lot of the selections that are proofed in the
Platinum members area each morning.
Inside we have a chat with some of the contenders.
Winning Favourites, a great service that we have helped to share its profitable selections
has again sponsored the mag.

Rob who runs the service is on track for another huge month and I'm sure the free trial
offer will be closed soon. But as I write you can still try for free here –
https://winningfavourites.com
And our reviewers have highlighted two impressive tipsters in Blueblood Racing and
Hanbury Racing.
For readers who prefer to find their own selections we still have plenty for you.
Dave Renham has done the research on Claiming races and shared the stats that show
where the profit can be found.
Steve has the trainer systems that we should follow in January.
Platinum members will all be familiar with Kieran O'Hagan who shares his systems
selections in the members area and inside this month’s magazine Kieran shares the
history behind his successful approach.
Alex Peperell has a bumper ante post column for us this month including an outsider for
the King George VI Chase, two for the Welsh Grand National and some further bets
he's added to his Cheltenham portfolio.
A lot of our successful strategies are based around trainers’ habits and past records and
this month we have a closer look trainer track stats to determine just how significant
they are.
And Steve introduces a potentially very profitable pace angle to our portfolio which will
be live tested and proofed to Platinum members from January 1st.
If there are any research topics or angles you would like us to investigate, we are happy
to hear your suggestions, use this form to let us know your suggestions - Click Here
If you want to share your experience with any of our systems or any of the products,
we’ve reviewed we would also love to hear your feedback.
All the best
Darren Power
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Dramatic Sands, Hexagon & Always Fearless - (CC BY-SA 4.0)

Claimers on The Flat (Turf and All
Weather)
There are certain race types that many punters avoid and in general claiming races are
one such race type. However, in my experience they are nowhere near as tricky as most
punters think. It should be stated though that this type of race is getting rarer and rarer
in this country, so we need to make the most of them when we can.
For this article I have looked at data in the UK going back to 2015 combining Turf Flat
claimers with All Weather ones.
Profits and losses are calculated to Betfair Starting Price (BSP).
Price - Let me start by examining the betting market factors first.
I am breaking the prices down by Industry SP, but as stated earlier, profit and loss
column will be calculated to BSP.

Horses near the top of the market have been priced extremely accurately, which is why
they essentially breakeven; (horses priced 9/4 or shorter actually made a small profit of
around 0.9%).
The most profitable runners have been bigger prices, but with such a low strike rate it is
difficult for punters to have the patience to keep backing them.
For the record, clear favourites made a fair profit of nearly 7p in the £ which is
noteworthy. There were 206 winners from 476 runners (SR 43.3%) for a £l level stakes
profit of £32.27.
Last win – in lower class races such as claimers I generally look for horses that have
won relatively recently and this turns out to be a key point in claimers – or at least has
been since 2015.
Horses that have won at least one race in their last six starts have performed extremely
well. 1393 horses running in claimers had won at least one race in their last six runs of
which 259 won. This equates to a very decent strike rate of 18.6%, but more
impressively you would have made a profit of £221.68 to £1 level stakes. This equates
to a return of just roughly 16p in the £.
Now of course there are no guarantees that such good results will be replicated in the
future, but it should be noted that between 2011 and 2014 this method was also
profitable – not quite as much, but still 9p in the £ would have been made.
Run in claimer or seller before – horses that run in claimers often run in sellers as well. I
thought it would be worth checking to see the performance of any horses that had never
run in a seller or a claimer before. My theory was that such runners may be slightly
better than your average claiming runner that was a regular on the claiming / seller
merry go round.

The results were even better than I had hoped for – 205 winners from 1605 (SR 12.5%)
for a profit of £331.91 (ROI +20.2%).
Returns in excess of 20p in the £ is something that is always pleasing to see. Now in
general it was the bigger priced runners that secured the main profits, so again there are
no future guarantees here.
Headgear – a fair proportion of horses that run in low grade races will be tried in some
sort of headgear in an attempt to improve their performance. For example, blinkers,
visors, cheekpieces etc. This is standard practice for many trainers.
The following table gives us this data for runners in claimers:

Generally negative results for runners in headgear; meanwhile those runners who did
not wear any made a profit.
However, before getting carried away, I checked the 2011 to 2014 results and these
runners without headgear made a loss. So maybe we should take these figures with a
pinch of salt.
Weight carried – there may be some readers unsure exactly what a claiming race is.
Essentially it is a race where each of the horses is put up to be claimed (or bought). This
applies to wherever the horse finishes. Each horse has a price that has been set; the
higher the price, the more weight the horse has to carry.
A claiming race may have conditions in terms of age and ratings, but in reality, it is
each trainer that handicaps their own horse. Hence let us assume the top claiming price
is £12,000 for a specific race; if the trainer wants his horse to be claimed at no less than
that price the horse will carry top weight.
The conditions of the claimer will allow horses to carry less weight, but the claiming
price decreases in relation to the weight carried.
The reason for mentioning this is that weight carried is important in these races.

In general, the better horses carry more weight and personally I always focus on the
higher weighted runners in claimers. The stats back this up – if you focused only on the
top two weighted runners you would have secured 252 wins from 1134 runners (SR
22.2%) for a profit of £107.64 (ROI +9.5%).
Extending this to the top four in the weights the figures look even better – 375 winners
from 2006 runners (SR 18.7%) for a profit of £377.07 (ROI +18.8%).
For the record I have used the weight assigned to each horse and not taken any jockey
claims into account.
Trainers – trainer data is limited as claiming races, as stated earlier, are actually
becoming less and less popular.
However, here are all the trainers that have had at least 50 runners in claimers going
back to 2015:

From this list Richard Fahey and Richard Hannon are two trainers that you need to be
aware of. Any runners from these stables require a second glance for sure.
Market position last time out – looking back at the previous race and seeing where a
horse was positioned in the betting market has proved useful in the past few seasons
when looking at claimers. Horses that were favourite or second favourite last time out
have produced 153 winners from 642 runners (SR 23.8%) for a profit of £131.83 (ROI
+20.5%).

Conclusion – it is a real shame that claiming races are diminishing year on year, so as I
said in the first paragraph it is important, we make the most of every single one.
I would focus my main attention on two things:
1.

Horses that are in the top four in the weights.

2.

Horses that have won at least once in their last six starts.

From there it would be an added bonus if:
a)

The horse had been favourite or second favourite last time out; or

b)

The horse had never run in a claimer or a seller previously.

In America they have many more claiming races, but I do not have any access to the
stats and am not sure how such races match up to their UK counterpart – if any reader
out there does, I would be interested to see if there are similar patterns.
I hope this article has encouraged you to dip your toe into claiming races.
I’ll be interested to hear how you get on.
David Renham

Donald McCain Shares A Joke - (CC BY-SA 4.0)

Research Corner - Trainers to Note during
January
Hi All
It is hard to comprehend that we are already looking ahead to 2022…where did the last
12 months go?
At the time of writing, the King George at Kempton and Welsh National at Chepstow
are looming large, so this time we are going to focus our endeavours on the National
Hunt trainers which have in the recent past achieved a bright start to the first month of
the New Year.
As with last time around we are going to use a duo of tried and tested sources for our
research, the excellent database at Horseracebase and the Adrian Massey portal
We will start the process by considering the top 20 UK National Hunt trainers ranked by
the number of winners that they saddled during January over the most recent 5 year
period: -

Unlike last time around when the top 3 places were dominated by the usual suspects of
Henderson, Nicholls and Skelton, this time “Twister” has moved into second place and
the Skelton stable are only in 8th place.
No doubt with the build up to the Cheltenham Festival being in full swing this may have
a significant bearing on the individual stables plans.
Paul Nicholls also tends to give the majority of his horses their mid winter flu jab
during early January so they traditionally have a quieter time of things for a couple of
weeks soon after.
At first glance Nicky Henderson’s 89 winners and level stakes profit at the Betfair SP
catches the eye but on closer inspection the performance has been dimishing during the
more recent years during the month of January.

One of the stables towards the head of the earlier January chart is Olly Murphy of
whom we highlighted in the December Research Corner piece, so let us see whether
there any potential nuggets for the month of January.

Olly Murphy

Apart from a blip in January 2019 the yards record at the start of the year since taking
out a trainers license in 2017 makes for good reading.

On that basis it could pay to keep close tabs on the runners sent to the track during
January 2022.
Actual versus Expected
One solid indicator that can be used to demonstrate if there are potentially profitable
angles is the A/E or Actual versus Expected.
We have given a detailed explanation in past articles but in simple terms any figure
below 1.00 means an underperformance to market whilst any, in excess of 1.00 is a
positive indicator.

Olly Murphy
Olly Murphy has been operating at an average A/E over the past 4 years of 1.27 so we
will now take a closer look at the performance by race type.

The Bumper runners and those in Novice Hurdles look pretty standout, whilst those in
Handicap Hurdles and Chases less so.
This may well change as the horses mature but for now, we will stay with what appears
to be the most interesting categories:

System 40: Back the runners trained by Olly Murphy when they are entered in National
Hunt Flat races (Bumpers) and Novice Hurdles during the month of January.
Before we move on it makes sense that we incorporate the second facet of our research
tools, namely the Adrian Massey portal.
Adrian Massey portal
One of the features that can be found in the Trainer Information section are the Trainer
Ratings which depicts a chart detailing the performance of the vast majority of trainers
during a rolling 12 month period.
An explanation to how the ratings are calculated can be found here.

The following table refers to the same top 20 trainers in our original table, but this time
shows which yards have recorded an Adrian Massey Trainer Rating of 100 or higher
during the last 12 months (as of 9th November)

The rationale to home in on the above stables is twofold, firstly they have enjoyed
success during January over the most recent 5 years, and secondly the Adrian Massey
Trainer Rating would indicate that their runners generally outperform the market
expectation based on the returned Starting Prices.
Based on this, in simple terms, they may offer value punting opportunities.
There are five stables that look of interest and as we have already covered Olly Murphy,
we will now move on to the remaining four starting with Donald McCain.

Donald McCain

At first glance only one profitable year during January may set the alarms bells ringing
and it is fair to say that the yard lost a number of quality horses when a few key owners
stopped working with them.
However, the latest campaign was a barometer of Donald McCain’s continuing
resurgence with the acceptable total of 66 winners and £595,454 in prize money.
The current jumps season (April’21+) has, at the time of writing, already surpassed that
tally with 82 winners in the bag coupled with a cracking 22% Strike Rate.
If we consider the 272 runners during the review period by race type, we find the
following: -

Clearly the ones to focus on from a general perspective are the chasers.

System 41: Back the runners from the Donald McCain yard during January when they
are competing in Chases
One other category raised its head above the parapet regarding the yard which was the
performance of the runners in general during January at the Scottish track of
Musselburgh.

System 42: Back the runners from the Donald McCain yard during January when they
are entered to run at Musselburgh
Moving on the next best on the Adrian Massey Trainer Ratings is Venetia Williams.

Venetia Williams

With only 2019 showing any promise across all the runners from the stable during
January over the review period we haven’t made the best of starts. However, when we
check out the results of the Handicap Chasers when they are ridden by stable regular
Charlie Deutsch, we find a much improved outcome.

System 43: Back the runners from the Venetia Williams stable during the month of
January when they are competing in Handicap Chases and being ridden by Charlie
Deutsch.
There are a duo of Trainers remaining that are in both the opening winners Chart along
with a better than 100 Adrian Massey Trainer Rating, Lucinda Russell and Neil
Mulholland.

Lucinda Russell

I think it is fair to say that the more recent years paint quite a gloomy picture and we
should stop right there and move on to our final trainer under review.

Neil Mulholland

A couple of solid years and a trio less so but let’s dig a little deeper and see if there any
nuggets lurking.
The chasers and in particular Handicap Chasers appear to have outperformed their
respective stablemates during the period under review and thus provides us with one
more micro method: -

System 45: Back the runners trained by Neil Mulholland during the month of January
when they are competing in Handicap Chases.
Summary
The above research process followed a logical step of starting with Trainers that have
done well during the most recent five year period in the month of January. We then
homed in on those that generally offer value when considered against the expectation of
the betting market.
Following a scrutiny of each yard the stats led us to a number of micro methods that
will hopefully provide us with a source of profit during this the first month of the New
Year.
As ever stay safe and always bet within your means.
Steve Carter

If you try Inform Racing and decide to upgrade use coupon code BNUR6FEF for a
30% discount.
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A Chat with Kieran O’Hagan
I am perhaps different from many of those that write in On Course Profits, in that I was
in my 40's when I got into horse racing, or that should probably say 'betting on horse
racing', as I was not really into the sport as such, I just wanted to make money.
My Mum died in 2002 and there was a small inheritance that mainly paid some off the
mortgage and did things around the house. There was a grand left after doing that and
interest rates were a pittance, so I decided I would see if there was another way of
'investing' it.
The internet was fairly new to us back then and I soon found some bloke who was going
to turn my grand into a fortune and get me a new car and holiday and whatever else I
wanted. All I had to do was wait for an email from him each morning, after he had
walked the track and chatted to some trainers and owners and boom! I was in!
That grand did not last too long but it really was worth losing it because it taught me a
lot of lessons very quickly and I was fast to learn a lot of work was needed to try and
make this game pay.
It also made me think that I could do better myself.

As a computer programmer by trade (pre PC, so mini computer/mainframe type
background and developing Business systems), I have a fairly logical mind and soon I
was looking for statistics and analysis based on speed or patterns and things that would
help me to lose my money much less quickly.
I used Lawrence Taylor's speed ratings along with the Racing Post analysis and then I
came across Proform in its early days but after an introductory offer, I moved away due
to the cost (probably a costly mistake as it happens) and then settled on Pattern Form,
which I thought was a superb tool. All those things made me a much better punter, but
time was always an issue. I was in a fairly high pressured job, I had a young family, I
didn't have the time to study as much as was necessary and at the end of the day, I was
still losing over time. I decided to call it a day, but I was fairly sure I would return when
the time was right.
A few years later and my life had changed significantly, the company I worked for had
down sized and I was now contracting for myself in different parts of the country, and I
had a lot more time in the evenings. After a bit of research, I decided that I would invest
in Proform and use the Data Export function and start writing my own software to
process it. I rented space on a server in Germany where I could write in my language
(RPG) and a new era began.
The main aim was to try and reduce the time that was involved to make selections and
that automatically followed through to writing systems that would produce a list of bets
each day and if time allowed at the weekends or during festivals, I would have tools to
help me analyse a race and have a bet without spending a huge amount of time. Very
early, I realised that something visual would be required for my way of thinking and I
decided that Speed figures (exported from Proform) would be the key and I came up
with something along these lines (and I did say it was mini/mainframe computers!):

Red is good (i.e., above Par) and yellow is not necessarily a warning but something to
check. One of the keys to the above was that I used speed for the same type of course
(Top Cmb Spd column). So, a horse may be running on a track that is Undulating and
Stiff, but it has never run at that course before. It has though run at other Undulating and
Stiff courses, so I would first check if it had a Top Course Speed above par and if not, if
it had a Top Combined Speed (Undulating and Stiff) that was above par.

If it had one or the other and was above par for Going and Distance, it would definitely
be of interest. It was obviously fairly easy to make a system for that scenario and in fact,
that would have been my earliest successful system. All those figures are based on the
data exported from Proform and obviously, without the Proform speed figures, it would
not have been possible.
Using systems such as the above and other Proform statistics, I soon had a decent
portfolio and was beginning to believe that I would be able to make a living from my
betting. Alas, it was not too long before the inevitable account restrictions took place
and after one year in which I had 18 accounts closed or restricted, I realised that Betfair
was my only way forward. That was maybe 6 years or 7 years ago now and boy has it
been hard trying to make it without BOG and early prices. Those early systems just did
not work without those bookie accounts.
I still have 3 bookmaker accounts, though only one in my name. One I use mainly for
football, one I have an occasional horse racing bet and the other is an under the radar
(for now anyway) account where I place very small bets every evening and over the
year, it pays for my Proform subscription. That allows me to continue to try and find
systems that will work at BSP.
My latest efforts are back to my early days and some enhancements that include me
rating each individual race based on past performance of the horse, jockey, trainer etc.
and the inclusion of PRB (Percentage of Rivals Beaten) statistics. So, my screen now
looks like this:

It is very early days using these new approaches but as I have recently retired (a few
years early) and have more time than ever to research systems, I feel much more
confident that I can crack this betting at BFSP lark!
Kieran O’Hagan
Kieran shares selections daily in the Platinum members area

Horse Jump Fence At Bangor-On-Dee Racecourse - (CC BY-SA 4.0)

Big Race Coverage - January 22nd, 2022
Peter Marsh Chase (Grade 2; 3m 11/2f); Haydock
The feature race of the day at Haydock is the Grade 2 Peter Marsh Chase first
introduced in 1981. It's run over a distance of 3m 1½f, with 19 fences to jump, and open
to horses aged five and older.
This limited handicap has been contested on heavy ground on 8 of the last 10 renewals
that actually went ahead, and the weather played its part in 2011 and 2013 with both
races being abandoned due to frost/snow.
It will therefore come as no surprise to see that that the top weight (or joint top weight)
has won just 3 of the last 21 renewals. One of those came on soft; one on good to firm
and last year's renewal was won on heavy by Royale Pagaille.
Based on those stats if the going is heavy, we should in normal circumstances be able to
safely swerve the top weights. It is fair to say that Royale Pagaille was a stats buster as
not only did he defy carrying 11st 10lb the manner of his easy victory led connections
to next run him in the Cheltenham Gold Cup.
He finished a well beaten 6th at the Festival but was found to be lame after the run and
his only subsequent visit to the track resulted in the runners-up slot behind A Plus Tard
in the Betfair Chase in late November 2021.

In fact, 18 of the other 21 winners carried at least 7lbs below the top weight and only 4
horses have carried more than 11st 2lbs to victory since 1997.
Also, not surprising is that a big percentage of the winners on heavy going had previous
winning form on the ground. The others had decent placed form under those most
extreme conditions.
Venetia Williams is adept at training the mudlarks and she has trained the winner of this
race three times including the aforementioned Royale Pagaille and likewise, Sue Smith
has won the race 5 times including two of the last three renewals!
Look out for runners entered by these two and we would add Kerry Lee into the mix as
well. All 3 are excellent trainers of staying chasers, especially when the mud is flying
around.
There have been only 3 winning favourites in the last 21 renewals and that is in spite of
this race seeing small fields of 5 to 7 runners in the past. In fact, horses sent off at 4/1 or
shorter have provided just 4 winners from 27 such runners.
Do not be afraid to back a veteran chaser if you fancy one as this race has been won by
two 12yo’s, one 11yo and six who were aged 10yo. Despite this, 8yo runners have the
best record and are 7-44 at a strike rate of 16%.
Horses aged 7yo or younger are few and far between and have a record of 2-28.
Horses with experience of marathon distances (3m 6f or further) have a good record and
are 8-65 (strike rate 12.31%).
Fourteen of the winners since 1997 had winning form over at least 3 miles and the last
12 winners had all been off the track for 21 days or longer.
Course form counts for a lot with 12 of the 21 winners already successful at Haydock.
However, they have a vastly superior strike rate to the 9 yet to win at the track (138
such runners and 6.52% SR).
19 of the 21 winners since 1997 had won no more than 3 handicap chases and those
with a win on the board in the current season have a better strike rate than those that
have not.
That gives us a decent profile to identify some of the likelier types who will line up for
the Peter Marsh Chase.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carrying 11st 2lbs or less
At least 7lbs below top weight
9/2 or higher in the betting
Trained by Venetia Williams, Sue Smith, or Kerry Lee
Aged 8yo or older
Winning form over 3m or further
Raced over 3m 6f or further

•
•
•
•

Off the track for 21 days or longer
Previous winning form at Haydock
Won no more than 3 handicap chases
Won in the current season

On race day we will analyse the entries against the highlighted trends and share our
selection(s) with Platinum members in the members’ area.
Steve Carter

Cross-Country Chase - (CC BY-SA 4.0)

Christmas Bets and Early Cheltenham
Offerings
King George VI Chase - Kempton
The festive highlight is set to be a good challenge between the UK and Ireland this year,
with a few big guns set to make the trip over the Irish sea for Kempton on Boxing Day.
Gold Cup winner Minella Indo looks like making his way over, as to avoid a clash with
his stablemate A Plus Tard in the Savills Chase. The home challenge will be headed by
dual winner of this contest, Clan Des Obeaux, who will have been trained to the minute
for this by Paul Nicholls. He outlined early this campaign that his star would be heading
straight to this race as his first outing of the season. Given Clan Des Obeaux is unsuited
by Cheltenham, this is his Gold Cup. To be honest I’m not sure I’d put anyone off the
3/1 available as it looks about fair.
For all he’s a Gold Cup winner, Minella Indo can be a bit in and out, and I also
wouldn’t be mad on him going right-handed. He’s been beaten both times going that
way, once when comfortably taken down by Laurina at Gowran Park and the other was
when beaten by Frodon last time at Down Royal. It’s not to say he’s not effective righthanded, but it’s enough to put a doubt in my mind.

To me, the one horse that is cracking value in here is Asterion Forlonge. Yep, I said it.
He definitely has his quirks, there’s no two ways about that. But he must go righthanded, so I see this as his opportunity to win a big one. I’ve no doubt he has the ability,
and I don’t think Willie Mullins doubts it either. A Grade 1 winning two mile hurdler,
Patrick and Willie have both been quoted in his earlier days saying he’s a stayer. The
furthest he’s gone is two mile five furlongs, when he was soundly beaten by Monkfish
at Leopardstown, and when he tore apart a handicap off top weight at Punchestown in
April. He jumped really well on that occasion, which certainly can’t be said of all his
runs given he’s fallen twice and unseated in the John Durkan last time.
The latter race is fascinating though, as prior to unseating, he again jumped well, and he
didn’t even jump the fence badly, he just knuckled on landing which knocked Bryan
Cooper off his back. He was tanking up to join Allaho at that stage and to be honest,
even though it was far enough out, I’m fairly comfortable saying he would have won.
Asterion Forlonge hasn’t been tried at three miles, but nothing about his racing says he
won’t get it, and from what his connections have said in the past, he’ll probably relish it.
He comes with risks attached, but even so, he’s more like a 6/1 shot than a 10/1 shot.
Recommended Bet
Back Asterion Forlonge @ 10/1

Paddy’s Rewards Club Chase - Leopardstown
You’re all probably going to think I’ve had too many mulled wines after reading this
section, but please hear me out! Firstly, I can’t see Willie Mullins running Energumene
and Chacun Pour Soi against each other here, plus Allaho isn’t going to run either. So
that eliminates a couple from the top of the market.
On all known form, Energumene should stroll through this. But the ground at Cork
when he produced a scintillating performance in the Hilly Way was pretty soft. Himself
and Notebook went a relentless gallop and the latter fell out the back of the telly, which
shows how strong the pace was. No matter how good Energumene is, it’s hard to think
that effort won’t have left some sort of a mark. How many times do we see freakish
performances in those quality races on tiring ground, and they’re not backed up - quite a
number. Therefore, I think there’s a definite chance he won’t be at his peak.
The one to take advantage can be Envoi Allen. Again, yep, I said it.
He showed so much potential for a while, but his form has flatlined over fences and in
truth, he hasn’t really beaten much over the larger obstacles, and he has definitely been
overrated.

However, I think dropping him to two miles could be a stroke of genius. He was talked
about as a Gold Cup horse, but I’m not really sure why. Is he slow? No. Is the strongest
part of his race the final furlong? Again, I would personally say no. He’s got pace and
plenty of it, I wouldn’t say he’s been keen, but he’s been enthusiastic. In the John
Durkan he was on the leaders’ tails and to me looked as though he wanted to be going
faster. His jumping wasn’t especially fluent, but that’s something where I think he’ll
improve if he goes quicker.
Class has got him wins over two and a half miles, and his speed has got him in the
positions to do that. He’s definitely worth a go dropping in trip, and I think he’ll be
better for it, and if Energumene underperforms, he can easily beat the rest of this field.
2/1 is the biggest price he’s been under rules, so the offering of 13/2 here for a race
which I think could be the springboard he needs, is simply too good to pass up.
Recommended Bet
Back Envoi Allen @ 13/2

Welsh Grand National - Chepstow
It seems a few have had this race on their radar for a while. Last year’s winner Secret
Reprieve hasn’t been seen since triumphing off a mark 134 here and is only off 140
now. Whether that absence was planned I’m not sure, but he has to be near the top of
everyone’s shortlist. The Big Dog was given a quiet ride out the back of the field in a
handicap hurdle at Navan as a prep last time and is another National winner, this time at
Punchestown. However, the one leaping out at me is Ask Me Early, who is thriving at
present.

He’s won three of his four chase starts, including two at Chepstow, and latterly at
Uttoxeter off just four pounds lower than he is for this contest. Harry Fry has run him in
two novice hurdles this season, winning them both. This has kept Ask Me Early’s eye in
and in great form, whilst keeping his chase mark where it is. I think this is a really good
bit of training.
His course form is rock solid, he’s a good jumper, handles any ground and stays
strongly. There is a lot to like, and he ticks all the boxes. For a bit of insurance at a
bigger price, I can’t let Ramses De Teillee go unbacked.
He won the Welsh Grand National Trial in 2018 before going on to finish second in the
big event off 144 behind Elegant Escape. He’s won a handicap off a rating of 149 since,
so is handicapped to go well. Having gone off the boil from December 2020, I saw
encouraging signs at Haydock last time when he was only beaten four lengths,
conceding weight all round. If he builds on that then I think he’s got a real chance of
running a big race.

Recommended Bets
Back Ask Me Early @ 7/1
Back Ramses De Teillee @ 25/1 Each Way

Leopardstown Christmas Hurdle & Stayers’ Hurdle
The staying hurdle division remains pretty open. Klassical Dream has clearly had his
problems as he’s only been seen once since December 2019, but that only time was
extremely impressive when winning at Punchestown over this trip. He’s short enough in
both markets though. Last year’s victor of both contests, Flooring Porter, has been
pulled up and fell since. I would imagine his improvement has halted, although he’s
obviously still near the top of his game, but I think others are wise to his tactics now and
he won’t get such uncontested leads.
Buzz and Thyme Hill head the home challenge at Cheltenham, but I’m not sure Thyme
Hill is a top notch grade 1 animal, and Buzz was beaten by my selection at Aintree.
Abacadabras wouldn’t be the first name on everyone’s lips when talking about stayers,
but this could open up a whole new avenue for him. I actually thought he was going to
challenge Honeysuckle in the Champion Hurdle last year, and he may well have done
but for taking a tumble. He went on to win the Aintree Hurdle on his first try at two and
a half miles, evidently relishing the extra distance. He absolutely needed his first run in
the Hatton’s Grace in November and in truth, he was never in a position to land a blow.
I think connections have accepted the fact that beating Honeysuckle is almost
impossible, so the plan is to step up in trip.
Ridden cold over three miles, when Flooring Porter is setting a good gallop, could be
just what the doctor ordered. I’m not honestly sure if he’ll stay the trip or not, but I hope
he does. I can see him travelling up smoothly, what happens after that is anyone’s
guess. But he’ll be ready to win at Christmas as they’ll want to find out if he stays or
not, then if he does, he’ll be much, much shorter for Cheltenham in March.
Recommended Bets
Back Abacadabras @ 8/1 for the Leopardstown Christmas Hurdle
Back Abacadabras @ 20/1 for the Stayers’ Hurdle

Supreme Novices Hurdle
There was a bit of an early shock for this race when Kilcruit was beaten at 1/14 on his
hurdling debut, which opened up the market a bit.
Jonbon is favourite on price tag and pedigree more than what he’s achieved, but they’re
all pointers to a horse’s ability. He jumped really well on debut, and I imagine he’s
going to be pretty close to a top notcher, but on a price basis, he should be bigger in my
view. Nicky Henderson’s other horse should be clear favourite.

People often get carried away with novice performances, we see it time and time again,
but get carried away all you like with Constitution Hill as this horse is a beast.
What he did at Sandown was just ridiculous. For a debut under rules, you would not and
could not ask for more. He was as relaxed as a ten year old chaser and by all accounts is
the same at home, as Henderson said he thought he wasn’t very good for a while! But
those are the horses that are the best, they save their energy for the track.
Jumping well, he cruised behind the leaders, quickened with the already smart Might
Eye at the second last, then produced some sort of extraterrestrial burst after the last, to
leave that rival in the dust, fourteen lengths adrift, with the third a further seventeen
lengths back. Not only was it good visually, but it was also sensational on the clock as
well. His final furlong was 14.26 seconds, the next fastest final furlong on the same
card, which included two grade 1 chases, was 16.34 seconds. That’s extraordinary. He
seems to have everything you’d want in a racehorse, and I can’t wait to see him again.
Recommended Bet
Back Constitution Hill @ 4/1

Ryanair Chase
Allaho laid down a pretty solid claim to become the second dual winner of this contest
in claiming the John Durkan on his seasonal reappearance. He’s far from unbeatable, as
his record suggests, and something in particular is enticing me to have a bet in this race.
That main thing being I can’t see a lot of the horses in the betting even running.
Envoi Allen might, but probably not if he wins at Leopardstown, Shishkin and
Energumene won’t run. Fakir d’Oudairies isn’t quite good enough and Protektorat will
probably go for the Gold Cup. So that’s a few that can already be eliminated. This one
is slightly left field, but at the prices I think he’s worth chancing and that’s Eldorado
Allen. He was runner up to Shishkin in the Arkle having been ridden patiently after a
strong pace was set by Allmankind and Captain Guinness.
I can see another fast pace in the Ryanair, with Allaho not liking to hang about, then the
potential of Allmankind and/or Shan Blue in the mix as well, setting the race up for a
closer such as Eldorado Allen to pick up the pieces and run in to a place at least. The
longer straight of the new course should also play to his strengths more than the old
course that the Arkle takes place on.
Eldorado Allen has had a couple of goes at two and a half miles, the first at Aintree
where he just never really fired. The second was in the Peterborough Chase, just when
the Tizzard yard was starting to lose a bit of form, but he still ran well in third, finishing
strongly having looked as though he was struggling when the taps got turned on.

I wouldn’t be sure he’s good enough to win this, but I think the race is right up his street
with the longer straight and slightly longer distance than he’s tried so far.
Recommended Bet
Back Eldorado Allen @ 33/1 Each Way

Mares’ Novices’ Hurdle
2021 was the first time Willie Mullins failed to claim this trophy, but I expect normal
service to be resumed in 2022. He has two of the top three in the market at this stage,
with Grangee and Statuaire alongside Elle Est Belle. Statuaire won a grade 1 against
males last time, but the impression I got was they were a little surprised and if she was
going to win a big race, that was it. It was only an RPR of 133 which is very low for a
race of that level, and I’d be surprised if her stablemate Grangee doesn’t prove to be
better.
Elle Est Belle was third in the Champion Bumper last season and made it second time
lucky over hurdles in Listed company at Newbury. It was a bit anticlimactic with
favourite Nina The Terrier falling at the last, although Elle Est Belle would have won
anyway, I think. She’s a good mare, but her jumping is only okay and when push comes
to shove, as usually happens, Mullins will have something up his sleeve that’s just that
little bit better.
Grangee was behind Elle Est Belle in the Champion Bumper but was better either side
of that when winning a Grade 2 and a Grade 3. Her hurdling debut was sparkling, her
jumping in particular, was very slick, fast, and accurate. When I first looked at the
market, she was 8/11 to win that day and went off 2/7, so it’s safe to say she was
expected to win! They went slow but she did everything right and didn’t get out of
second gear. Straightforward and versatile, she’s improving and simply has a lot to like
about her chances here.
Recommended Bet
Back Grangee @ 8/1

Alex Peperell
www.thepeptalk.co.uk
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The Acorn’s 5 pointers
The New Year is one of those times that some of us look back and reflect on our past
betting and decide to change our betting habits as methods have not delivered the profits
as we would like, while others may continue blindly with the same old, same old.
To try something new this year the Acorns Corner is going to look at stopping at a
winning month. All will come clear at the end of the article.

Sam England
Sam England took out a dual trainer’s licence back in 2016, her dad was a dairy farmer
and Sam rode as an amateur point to point jockey riding their own horses that they had
on the farm, moving to riding as a conditional jockey when her dad took out a licence so
that their horses could race under rules. She is based at Manor Farm in Guiseley near
Leeds, West Yorkshire
Since 2016 she has had 894 runners with a 10.98% strike rate and a 28.16% place strike
rate.

The majority of runners have come in National Hunt races, but all codes have had a
similar win strike rate.

With the best results coming in handicap races and an inferior performance with Non
handicaps.

On that basis we are going to investigate Sam’s Handicap runners since 2016 to see if
there are any angles there, and whether her quoted comment that her favourite tracks are
Sedgefield and Catterick, “two small friendly courses that we always do well at” stands
true.
Concentrating on her National Hunt Handicap runners, Sam has had 173 runners in the
first quarter of the year and a slightly improved strike rate of 14.85% over the January –
March period.

And over 90% of those runners have run in Class 3 races or lower.

The chase runners are the ones which offer up a chance of profits and had you backed
the 79 runners in chases since 2016 you would be very slightly up at Betfair prices.

The hurdlers would have seen a significant loss backing either win only or each way.
What we can see from the stats is that her runners perform better when not having to
travel too far from home, and the northern tracks are favoured with a win strike rate of
21.54% and a place strike rate of 43.08%

In addition, look for those runners aged between 8 and 10 years of age as it is this age
band where all 14 of the winners have come from and almost half of the runners overall
have placed.

2017 saw a small loss of -3.67 points, and 2021 returned a small profit of just 1 point,
the balance of years produced profits with the best year having been 2020 returning
12.41 points to SP (15.49 to BFSP).
There would be no benefit backing the runners Each-Way so our advice would be:
System 46: Back Sam England’s 8-10 yr. old, Class 3-5 Handicap Chasers when
running on a track in the north of England during January-March.
If the early part of 2022 becomes a bit of a wash out, which let’s face it has happened
before we need a back up plan, so we are going to look at John Mackie as our fail safe.
John Mackie trains in the grounds of Barton Blunt Estate in the Derbyshire countryside.
In the past 6 years there have been 112 runners during the first quarter of the year with
the majority of those (93) having run on the All Weather.

In fact, had you back them blindly you would have made a profit of 8.75pts to SP and
14.60pts had you backed Each Way.
10 of those 13 winners came over 6-7f so it looks like that would be a sensible approach
for us to follow this New Year.

A large part of the profits did come in 2019, but just 2016 was a year of loss and to that
end only by -1.00 point.
On that basis:
System 47: Back John Mackie’s All Weather runners when running over 6-7f during
January-March 2022.
In both instances the bulk of their winners came during the month of January and
therefore we will review at the end of January.
If we are in a profit (5 points or more), we will look to bank the profits and leave both
systems there and stopping at a winning month. If we are running at a loss we will
continue into February.
P.S Also we have an Approved System from the Acorns for the month of January which
was flagged up in Issue 74 (System 66). It produced 9.48 points profit backing Each
Way to SP in 2021. Hopefully, a few points can be banked again this year.

Trainers watching Many Clouds enter the parade ring. - (CC BY-SA 4.0)

How much merit do certain types of trainer
stats have?
I am guessing that a decent proportion of you reading this article use trainers in some
form or other when betting on horse racing. It may not be a key factor for every bet, but
it is certainly something many consider. There will be others of you who I imagine that
make regular bets derived from specific trainer stat or stats.
Why is this I wonder?
Well trainer stats are everywhere we look when it comes to betting newspapers,
websites, etc. You can easily find trainer course stats, trainer / jockey combination stats,
recent trainer form stats (last 7, 14, 30 days), etc.
So clearly that is one reason.
Another reason is the ‘human’ factor. Just like some punters have favourite jockeys,
some punters have favourite trainers and hence some of their bets can be biased to
towards them. Another reason is that most trainers have plenty of runners over a period
of time and hence big data sets are created.

Generally speaking, the more data we have, the more confidence we have in the figures
it produces. Also, the more data we have, the more we can break it down into smaller
data sets.
What I mean by that is that if let’s say a trainer has had 150 runners at a specific course
in the past ‘x’ number of years, this data could be broken down into different race types,
or distances, or starting price groupings, etc. Breaking this data down into smaller
subsets provides the potential to find more profitable angles from the past.
I must admit I do have a slight issue with using certain trainer data due to the significant
amount of trainer stats I have studied and ‘crunched’ over the years. I have found many
profitable trainer angles looking at past data, but only a relatively small proportion of
these findings have proved profitable in a future period.
One area I have found where trainer stats have tended to be more consistent is trainer
data from specific courses. Trainers do tend to have their ‘preferred’ courses it seems,
mainly I guess due to geographical reasons.
In this article I am going look at National Hunt trainer stats over two time frames – my
plan is to collate trainer data from 2010 to 2015 and then compare it to 2016 to 2021
(actually to the end of November 2021 when I wrote this piece).
I will use trainer course stats for the reason discussed in the previous paragraph to do
this. Now some punters swear by trainer course stats so let us see if they are right to do
so.
In order to choose the stats to compare firstly I needed to decide on some courses to
look at. I simply chose the first 20 UK courses in the alphabet – so Aintree through to
Kempton.
Then for a trainer to ‘qualify’ as it were, I decided that from 2010 to 2015 they needed
to have secured a strike rate of at least 18%, made a profit to Betfair SP and also had an
A/E value of at least 1.00. In addition, they must have had at least 50 runners to give the
‘sample’ some credibility.
This gave me 35 trainer / course combinations that matched my criteria. Their results
are shown in the table below.
I have ordered the results by course (profits calculated to £1 level stakes using Betfair
SP):

If you had bet all these trainer / course selections from 2010 to 2015 you would have
secured a profit of £1410 to £1 level stakes to BSP. So, at £10 per bet that would have
equated to just over £14,000 returned. I think many of us would settle for those kind of
returns!
However, now for the acid test. How did these trainers perform in the subsequent time
period from 2016 to 2021? Did they make a decent profit again once combined as a
group? How many individual trainers made a profit this time around? Here are the
results:

Now some trainers in the original list have since retired which explains some of the
small samples. However, 28 of the trainer / course combinations have seen at least 40
runners which gives us a good comparison with the original data.
Overall, 13 trainers made a profit from 2016 to 2021, with 21 making losses, while one
trainer had no runners at all. When we analyse all the figures, the trainers did combine
to make a profit to BSP, but not quite the £1410 amount we saw in 2010 to 2015 – they
combined to make a small profit of £18.58 to £1 level stakes.

So where does this leave us in terms of the trainer stats debate? The first thing to say is
that we have only looked at course trainer stats, and not all courses have been looked
into. Having said that, 20 courses is a decent sample – roughly half of the UK National
Hunt courses. What is clear is that profitable angles from the past may not be replicated
in the future. This is something I mention a lot in articles; past results can be a good
indicator of future results but there are no guarantees. It will be interesting to see how
the trainer / course combinations that made a profit in both time frames perform in the
next two or three seasons. Hence, it is worth keeping an eye on the following:

It will be worth taking a look at the other courses in the UK and continue this
experiment, and I definitely will crunch the numbers at some point. My guess is that we
will see a similar big drop off in the results of the second data set.
This article has made me keen to revisit other trainer based angles with a view to
comparing results from two time frames. If any reader out there has a trainer angle you
would like me to look at then please get in touch and I’ll see what I can do.
David Renham
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Pace Wins the Race?
As many of you may be aware we have access to the Speed Ratings from the folks at
Inform Racing and we have been using these with decent success to provide daily
selections for the OCP Platinum Members. In fact, at the time of writing (14 th Dec’21)
the Daily Picks as they are referred to in the Members area are a shade over +50pts in
profit since the start of October.
Alongside the daily speed ratings and informative race-cards the Inform Racing package
also includes a nifty System Builder which can be used to filter and interrogate past
results to help uncover potentially profitable strategies. With this in mind we decided to
fire up the System Builder and take a look at Handicap Chases to see if we could find
any gems that would help us in the coming months of the National Hunt campaign.

Handicap Chases
To keep the research fresh and relevant we are going to be using the Handicap Chases
that have been run since the start of 2018 and whilst the jumps does go pretty much all
year round, we consider the spring/summer/autumn months of less significance in the
overall scheme of things, so we will omit the period from May-Oct inclusive.
There has been plenty written on the topic of getting into a steady rhythm over the
obstacles and the stats bear out the notion that leaders of such races often fare better
than those that are held up behind the pace.

A very recent example is the one published in the Sporting Life regarding the apparent
bias towards front-runners in races over fences on the New Course at Cheltenham
following Coole Cody’s victory in the Racing Post Gold Cup.
Run Style
The System Builder has a vast array of sections and categories and the one we are
interested in for this piece is the Run Style of the horse and in particular in its most
recent race. For information this is how the Inform Racing describes their own
categories: 1 = Led, 2 = Prominent or just behind leaders, 3 = Midfield, 4 = Slow to start or held up.
We added the first category for our research to home in on horses that led last time out.
Days Since last Run
Horses come in and out of form throughout their careers, but it is generally accepted
that a recent run can be a guide to fitness, and we have chosen to focus on those that last
ran within 31 days. This hopefully gives a balance of recent form coupled with
sufficient time to recover from those exertions at the track.
Horse Age
In most normal circumstances horses bred for the National Hunt game either start out in
Bumper Races or over Hurdles, often progressing from one to the other. This allows the
trainer and connections to introduce the horse to a racing environment whilst gaining
valuable experience. Lightly framed horses may well stay over hurdles but most stoutly
bred animals will come into their own when faced with the bigger obstacles.
With the above in mind, we wanted to focus on the horses that had some experience
under their belts and were aged 6 and above but equally still with the potential to
improve so we capped the upper age limit at 9 year olds.
Horse Sex
Mares do win races but are often up against it if they are competing against their male
counterparts, so we chose to focus on Geldings.
Horse number of Runs
Similar to the Age category we wanted a balance of some experience coupled with not
being overly raced in their career to date so we opted for the range of 4 to a total of 20
runs in their career to date.
Betting Forecast
Rather than get bogged down with the intricacies of the form book we felt we could rely
on the accuracy of the tissue prices detailed in the Betting Forecast of the Racing Post
which is generally considered a decent guide within the industry.

We chose a sensible upper threshold of 10/1 or 11.00 in the decimal format.
Day of the Week
Many of the most prestigious races are run on a Saturday as the levels of prize money
attract the top end of the class of runners with the owners of such horses naturally
wanting to bag a big race win with their charges. Because of this the races on a Saturday
and in particular the Handicap Races are usually more competitive than those run at the
lesser tracks during the midweek. We therefore chose to leave Saturday out of the
equation for our research into Handicap Chases.
Summary
Our research piece considered relatively young male horses with some experience prior
to tackling a Handicap Chase, coupled with a position to the fore of the Betting Forecast
and having shown a potential to lead by having done so in its most recent race that
would have taken place within a month at most.
No further form study such was undertaken such as where the horses finished in its last
race or is the stable in form etc.
So how did the categories chosen pan out since the start of 2018?
Could such a simple premise turn out to be profitable?

What about the individual years since 2018?

All four years made a profit although to be fair only a modest one during 2019, but a
close to 1 in 4 winning Strike Rate couple with and overall, +26% Return on Investment
after allowing for 5% Betfair Exchange commission is quite a promising result.
Next Steps
The next logical step is to put the criteria through its paces in a live trial in the OCP
Platinum Members area. With that in mind from the 1st of January we intend to post the
selections each day and also collect data such as the in-running prices to see if there are
further profit opportunities such as back to lay or Dobbing etc.
Stay safe and always bet within your means, until next time…
Steve Carter
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Tipster Competition
As we are writing this, we have but 2 weeks left of the Tipster Competition, and we are
pleased to say that all of the tipsters have continued to send in their selections, even
when at times, the results have not gone their way. So first off, a pat on the back to
these guys. Well done.
There have been 4 “competitions” in total. A monthly prize for each of the 3 months of
trialling, October, November and December, and an overall prize for the best results
over the full 3 month period.
October’s competition got off to a flying start with 5 of the 9 entered tipsters showing a
profit, with the October competition having been won by James B. with profits of over
25 points and an ROI in excess of 50%, who is currently on track to win the overall
competition, but it is close.
There are three strong contenders, James B, Mickey D and Steve V, and on their heels
are Paul S and Anthony P.
We asked some of the guys to tell us a little about themselves in their own words using
the following prompt questions:

1.What attracted you to the world of horse racing and what do you enjoy most about the
sport?
2.What traits do you think a good racing tipster should possess and what do you think
the average punter is looking for from a tipping service?
3.New and old punters alike can struggle to make a success of their betting. If you could
give them just one piece of advice to improve their profitability, what would it be?
4.What would you consider to be a highlight of your racing experience to date? Do you
have any personal racing / betting experiences which when reflecting back brings a
smile, or for that matter any which bring a grimace; you can share with our readers?
5.What about the gambling industry, is there anything you like to see changed there?
Many website forums are full of criticisms of the bookmakers and their treatment of
their customers? Is this something you have an opinion on?
6. What do you do to relax and unwind? What interests have you outside the world of
horse racing?
Here’s are a few of the replies we have received.

James B
My attraction with horse racing began at a very early age and I recall going to local race
meetings at Goodwood, Salisbury, Fontwell and others with my parents. One of my
earliest memories is going to the 1979 Epsom Derby and sitting on the roof of my dad's
car to get a better view from our position on Epsom Downs and seeing in between the
double decker buses, Willie Carson and Troy scoot clear of the field.
I was hooked, and horse racing has been my passion ever since, as it was a pastime my
whole family enjoyed and in later years took us further afield to Longchamp for Arc
Weekend, a few trips to the Breeders Cup (Lone Star Park, Churchill Downs &
Monmouth) and Punchestown.
Being able to have a few days away in the UK and take in some racing is a perfect
combination. I enjoy the buzz of going racing and the challenge of picking a winner or
two and particularly with National Hunt I like following the career paths of our equine
favourites. From a horse race betting point of view, I do like using statistical analysis,
horseracebase is an excellent stats resource, not only for finding potential winners but is
also useful in helping to swerve some potential bets/losers.
As regards tipping and being a successful tipster, I think keeping a record of your bets is
so important. Over a period of time you can build a picture of what may work and what
may not for you, for example specialising on the flat or national hunt, handicaps or non
handicaps, and even time of the year, you may find October/November for example can
be tricky periods with the traditional turf flat season drawing to a close and the national
hunt calendar getting into full swing.

I think as a punter subscribing to a service, you look for consistency, logical analysis
and probably not a barrage of odds on shots although the latter is obviously down to
punter preference as an "odds on winner is better than a long priced loser!"
I would always say bet with a level head, and not on the spur of the moment, being
disciplined is paramount.
I have learnt (like many I guess) not to chase losses, there is always tomorrow, and you
don't need to have a bet on every race. Having worked for a high street bookmaker you
understand the industry from both sides of the counter, your hardened day to day regular
punters are the lifeblood for the high street bookie and a steady source of profit as you
don't make money as a punter betting on every race.
The undoubted highlight of my near on 50 years of racing came in 2019 when I was
lucky enough to own a tiny share (1/3000th) in a Cheltenham Festival winner. Pentland
Hills was my second venture into syndicate ownership and what a day he gave us
winning the Triumph Hurdle, one that I will treasure forever as I never thought I would
get close to having any connection with a Cheltenham Festival winner.
My betting highlight which has given me the most satisfaction came back in the 90's
when as a family we would head to Longchamp for Arc weekend. At the time I was
starting to up my stakes (betting within my means I would add) and I could not see
Lochsong and Frankie Dettori getting beat in the Abbaye. It was the first time I'd placed
a sizeable bet and by halfway she already had the race sewn up with her blistering pace,
my mum's face was a picture when I told her how much I had on!
There have been plenty of hard luck stories too as with all tipsters/punters alike, I have
learnt not to dwell on those as you can't change the past and it will only cloud your
judgement and thoughts on your next bet/tip.
Having worked in a high street bookmaker for ten years (2003 to 2013), you could see
the changes coming as regards gaming machines and losing the old traditional feel of
racing, dogs, and a bit of football. It was not hard to see why the bookmaking industry
was keen to have the "Las Vegas" style gaming machines and the profits they bring. I
like the feel of the old traditional shops when I first started betting but I doubt they will
ever feel like that again, I don't use the shops now as all my betting is done online.
I realise bookmakers come in for plenty of criticism but at the end of the day they are a
business not a charity and having worked behind the counter it helps to understand why
decisions are made as regards restrictions etc.
A day at the races with the family is my best form of relaxation, my better half for the
last eight years also enjoys her racing which is great. Outside of racing, a night out at
the cinema, weekly pub quiz, a bit of online poker and a trip or two to Vegas goes down
a treat!
Happy Punting!
---

Steve V was our November winner with 23 points and an ROI of 50%

Steve V
I first got involved with horse racing as a young boy, watching my uncle train his horses
on the beaches of Great Yarmouth, throughout the summer they would run from
Newmarket with trainer Robert Armstrong and in the winter my uncle would look after
them himself. It’s a sport that’s always fascinated me as have some of the characters
I’ve met on track, and I suppose the highlight for myself is pitting my wits against the
bookmaker and finding the value.
Tipster v Punter is a good question. I’ve been on both sides of the fence so answering
this question is relatively easy to answer, as a tipster you need transparency and
discipline, with easy to follow instructions for the punter to follow - transparency is
pivotal in running a successful business therefore when sending selections to members I
like to add my reasoning on why I’m backing a horse, losing runs occur it happens in
this game it’s all about long term profit!
As a punter I’m looking for easy to follow instructions and not too many selections on a
daily basis ‘if needing contact via email I expect acknowledgement, some services I’ve
subscribed in the past have taken days to reply, sometimes no reply at all which is not
good practice. I also don’t expect tipsters to send me short priced favs either which will
lead me to the poor house 4/6 9/4 8/11 1/2 I can pick them myself. I want a service that
does all the homework and will earn myself a second income with solid LSP profits
over a period of time - That’s why we have starting banks, to cover losses.
My advice for any punter is a simple one. ‘Learn from past mistakes,’ I would suggest
you keep a record of your betting, don’t expect to get rich by placing multi bets - or
backing in every race, and I’ve learned by my own mistakes as a tipster and backer of
horses that if you want to make a successful income from the sport, you need discipline.
My betting nightmare still haunts me today ‘Grey swallow costing me more than 300k
for little £4 bet even made Channel 4 Racing with big John fighting my corner.
I wanted the horse for last leg of an Acca, but connections pulled the horse out a week
before Epsom, instead the horse wins the Irish derby beating the Stoute Epsom derby
winner 10l. I would also suggest it was withdrawn on purpose as the bet was placed
with Jack brown bookmakers, and the trainer Dermot Weld, being married to Jacqueline
brown.
It’s a bet that will always haunt me and it’s the nearest I've ever been to a life changing
amount for such a small bet with 3 winners winning 16/1 33/1 10/1 Screenshot below.

Racing’s governing body BHA need a total overhaul as do the fixture lists, too much
racing is leaving punters with small fields, less racing means more competition let’s not
forget before bookmakers became greedy with 24/7 racing from around the world, we
had 2/3 meetings a day and every race was competitive in field size.
In America they’ve changed how many mares can be covered in a season, something
similar here would help too as there’s many cheap horses in training with syndicate
racing managers earning them a good income for sourcing low grade horses.
Outside of racing I enjoy travel and watching West Ham play football, enjoy cooking
various foods from around the world, due to lockdown and food shortages in the shops I
started learning how to make my own Italian sausages. I’m missing my dogs as I am a
big animal lover and prior to lockdown was in Thailand with my family - have house
and family there in ubon Ratchathani, recalled back in June 2020.
Unfortunately travel restrictions have left me a dab hand on FaceTime & Line ID I’m
hoping to return February 2022 after restrictions being lifted, when I have the time.
I enjoy flea markets and antique fares, am a collector of Art Deco style period all rather
boring really.
--Paul S kicked off with a flying start in the first week of December, but things have gone
a little off the boil as we write this. There’s still time though for things to pick up again.

Paul S
I’m 62 years old and married to my long suffering wife Vera, we retired from running
our family business a year ago and moved to live by the sea in Whitby.

I’ve enjoyed betting on horse racing for most of my life and indeed bet nearly every day
of the year.
Over the years I have read, learnt, and enjoyed a mass of information about betting from
the daily Racing Post, the old Sporting Life, and the much missed Sporting Chronicle,
along with an array of books produced by racing people including jockeys, trainers,
journalists, tipsters, and most interestingly professional gamblers.
I have always followed systems or themes when finding my selections trying many,
many angles over the years whether that be in form stables, trainer jockey combinations,
up in trip, down in trip, long distance travellers, only ride or runner at a meeting, staking
systems etc etc, the list goes on and on.
From backing Grundy in the 1975 Derby (sneaked off to the bookies in the school lunch
break) until about seven years ago, I believed I about broke even, but if I’m totally
honest I probably made steady but relatively small losses but always within my means
and I probably would have spent more if I had played golf as a regular hobby rather
than following the GGs.
Anyway, the thrill of the win was always worth the affordable losses.
Like most small punters I’ve always liked multiple bets with the chance of that big win
from a relatively small outlay, the majority of my bets are in Lucky 15s.
ANOTHER MUG PUNTER I HEAR YOU CRY.
Well, I totally disagree, with the double the odds for one winner, 10% winning bonuses
for all four winning, BOG, and the availability to cash out in full or part combined with
a selection process where I can consistently achieve a strike rate exceeding 25% without
betting odds on you can, and I do, win in the long term.
I have not had to add funds to a betting account in over seven years, I bet mainly with
Bet365 as I find them the most competitive with early prices and they regularly offer
free bets and rewards.
I do have bets referred to the underwriter on occasions because of the potential pay out
if all were to be successful (usually takes about a minute) but I have never had a bet
refused or stake reduced.
I always leave a relatively large balance in the account for a number of reasons.
1) I don’t have to explain to the taxman where that sum of money transferred to my
current account has come from and have to convince him that it is gambling winnings
and so not liable to tax.

2) interest rates are so low at present it’s hardly worth bothering with.
3) I have never had to prove affordability or provide personal financial details to my
bookmaker (as now seems to be the norm) as my betting is funded from my in credit
betting account and not from transfers of cash into the account.
They can clearly see I’m betting with their money (which they would like back) but that
I don’t intend to give them.
I have a lot of selections every day depending on the number of meetings, probably
averaging around four per meeting, so on a busy day what would seem to most people a
ridiculous 20 plus horses to back.
I have devised my own selection process / system which only requires The Racing Post
newspaper (Online version nowadays) and the racing post app on my phone or iPad.
I can make my selections in less than five minutes per meeting.
I don’t expect to win every day or even most days and am generally pleased if I break
even on any given day.
I know and have proved over the last seven years that if I keep to the selection process
those decent wins will keep popping up on a regular enough basis to show a decent
overall profit on all my bets over time.
My minimum stake is a £1 lucky 15 with a £2.50 each way accumulator so £20. The
EW accumulator increases my cash out options if the first two or three have won and
can also provide a decent return if it’s a near miss day and all four in a bet are placed.
I have attached a copy of my best return this year, along with a few others to show it
wasn’t a one off.

Probably with a thorough examination of my selections over a period of time (type of
race, flat, jumps, courses, trainers etc) an even better strike rate could be achieved.
I hope you have found this interesting.
--Tony B joined the competition for the November and December prizes and after a sticky
November, he too had an excellent start to December recovering November’s losses and
turning a healthy profit to boot. He’s in a bit of a sticky patch again now but has
already demonstrated that he can turn things around.

Tony B
My first introduction to horse racing was writing my dad’s bets out for him and then
taking them to the local Eric Coomes bookies in an envelope with cash in it for him.
Either before school or at my first break!
My attraction is the many puzzles and angles to work through in trying to find a profit
plus seeing these magnificent animals in action. I’m lucky to be involved in owning a
few horses and to see them at home at the yard plus on the racecourse close up is
something to behold and gives me a thrill every time.
To me, honesty is the main thing a good tipping service requires no fabricated results
and claims, and to always be on hand to answer any questions your clients may have.
Plus, obviously a profit….
To be successful at punting you need to specialise on either certain races, angles or even
just flat, all weather or National hunt racing. Also, you need plenty of time which I
know is very difficult for many people. I spend 4-6 hours a day to find my bets for the
day plus I watch every race too, so that takes a good 10 hours of my day. Luckily for me
I’m in a position to do this.
My personal racing highlight is to of part owned a horse that ran at the Cheltenham
Festival and not without a chance too. But sadly, was nearly brought down at the second
flight and race over, but still an amazing day.
Punting highlight was winning the old ITV 7 back in 1981 which still brings back good
memories, but the main one is returning a profit on my betting each year for the past
five years
My view on bookmakers is not a nice one and so many grumbles and concerns for the
future, it just feels everything is in their favour and punters just have to suffer.
Going to see my horses on course or at the stables is a nice way to unwind but away
from that spending time with my daughter is an absolute joy. Listening to music,
reading, and entering quiz nights plus when I find time playing golf. I used to run
marathons, but my body has given up on that now!
---

Tom B’s selections in the main are for the bigger races run over the weekend and
festivals. Results have struggled to prosper currently but again anything can happen
between now and the end of the year.

Tom B
1) Remembering my grandad watching Grandstand, sat in his armchair putting
telephone bets on with the local independent village bookie.
Wandering into the betting shop to get out of the cold and rain and enjoying the
atmosphere and being fascinated by my surroundings.
What I enjoy most is the ability to create my own economy.
I can enjoy a cold wet winter afternoon at home with the family and not be bored.
It’s a good distraction from the world’s problems.
It’s a family friendly sport.
Entertainment Value.
2) A full results history is a must.
The ability to answer questions, if asked why a certain runner has been selected.
The average punter wants to win most of the time.
The tipster needs to remain as level headed during a losing run as well as a winning run.
I find large winning hauls to be consolidation periods.
Also try and keep things as simple as possible.
3) If it’s just a bad run you have to ride it. If you’ve lost confidence in your methods
then stop, take a break, take a week, a month, however long and re-evaluate. I’m sure
many of us have had to do this at least once.
4) My highlights are entertainment value and family fun whether I win or lose. I enjoy
cheering winners over the line, and I grimace when they get pipped at the post, I
grimaced twice last Saturday at approximately 3.05 and 3.20. It was a fun day but not a
winning day.
5) My complaints with the gambling industry are the same as everyone else’s. Some of
the restrictions are ridiculous. I was restricted on 1 of my accounts and it was only £46
in the black.
I’d also like to see the bookies offering BOG days before. The only reason I use Betfair
is, so I catch the drifts, the only bets I place on race days are my replacements. I’ve just
chosen my selections for Friday afternoon at Cheltenham, I have to place them on
Betfair because it’s a Wednesday. If they drift and win, I don’t lose the price.

6) I have 2 young children aged 1 and 4 so sitting in a quiet room on my own studying
the stats and trends for a 25 runner handicap is quite relaxing.
I watched my first football match on TV on Sunday evening since the euros on because
my local team Chesterfield were on TV in the first time in years. I enjoyed watching
them beat Salford 2-0 even having a small wager on a win at 5/2. We’ve now drawn
Chelsea in the 3rd round of the FA Cup so I’m hoping that’ll be on TV although I won’t
be as tempted to bet on us this time unless I see any potential in the first goal scorer
market, but I very rarely bet on anything other than racing.
Apart from that I do the usual things, try to keep active, keep up with current affairs,
play dominoes with my daughter, watch old kids TV shows on YouTube with my son
and do a bit of reading if I get a spare 5 minutes.
As at the close of play on Sunday 12th December the table looked like this:

Daniel P has joined the December competition and will be interesting to see how his
results pan out.
Our intention is to offer a further Tipster Competition in early Spring in time for the
Turf Flat Season, so if you think you may be interested in entering, drop us an email.
All selections from the competition are posted in the members area for Platinum
members ahead of racing so they can follow their favourite contenders.

https://pixabay.com

Product Reviews

Cost: £9.99 28 day trial / £34.99 per month / £87.50 3 months / £157.50 6 months /
£279.99 per year.
The Trial: http://www.tipstersempire.co.uk/ can be justly proud of their most recent
tipster’s performance as this 3 month review has corroborated the claims made for this
horse race tipping service.
Although the spectacular results reported last time were not repeated this month’s 32
selections had 10 outright winners and one dead-heat to again produce a profit of 8.79
points to advised early-odds and stakes for a strike rate of 34.38% and ROI of 28.35%.
The stats between the 8th of September and the 7th December can be summarised by this
table:

Month
1
2
3
Overall

No.
Bets
45
45
32
122

No.
Winners
10
15
11
36

Strike
Rate
22.2%
33.3%
34.4%
29.5%

Points
Staked
46.8
47.8
31.0
125.6

Points
Profit
5.72
37.53
8.79
52.04

Return on
Investment
12.2%
78.51%
28.35%
41.43%

Conclusion: These figures speak for themselves and justify a top recommendation that
this service is very unlikely to disappoint. Make no mistake – this is exceptionally good
tipping.
You can find out more about the service and sign up here.

Cost: Options start with a trial of 14 days at £4.99 and range from monthly membership
£36.99 to an annual subscription for £349.00.
The Trial: A month of contrasting fortunes starting with 25/1 and 40/1 winners in the
first few days and finishing with only 4 places from the last 42 selections. However, the
month was still profitable to the tune of 21.50 pts.
The final cumulative position is 12 winners and 38 places from 234 selections and a
profit of 166.65 pts at advised prices. Total outlay was 483 pts giving a ROI of 34.50 %.
My ROI was 24.62%.
Conclusion: This service is part of our reviewer’s own portfolio and is one he would
recommend but only if you are realistic and can accept longish losing runs which are
inevitable when backing at these prices. Full details and trial offer can be found here.

Cost: Saturdays Only - £30.00 for 3 months / £55.00 for 6 months / £95.00 for 12
months - Combined -£49.00 for 3 months / £79.00 for 6 months / £159 for 12 months.
The Trial: Sadly, the downturn for this service continued with 2 winners and two places
from 23 selections this month and a loss of 8.85 pts.
The final cumulative position is 23 winners and 27 places from 183 selections and a
profit of 5.13 pts.
Total outlay was 197.50 pts giving a ROI of 2.60%.
I would need to ascertain the figures for flat and NH before considering this service as
there has been a marked downturn since the start of the NH season.
Conclusion: Possibly one for the Flat season only but needs investigation to that end. If
you would like to find out more, you can do so by clicking here.

Cost: £2.99 28 day trial / £34.99 monthly thereafter / £87.50 3 months / £157.50
6 months / £279.99 12 months.
The Trial: A further small profit of 3.90 pts this month following 15/85 winners.
The final cumulative figures are 67/417 winners and a profit of 14.53 pts. Total outlay
was 532 pts resulting in a ROI of 2.73%.
Conclusion: There are undoubtedly more profitable services out there and it's not one
that we can recommend.

